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WAIT ON GOD

Not so in haste, my heart!
Have faith in God, and wait:
Although he seems to linger long
He neA'er comes too late.
He never comes to late;
He knoweth what is best;
Yex not thyself, it is in vain;
Until he cometh, rest.
Until he cometh, rest;
Nor grudge the hours that roll;
The feet that wait for God, 'tis they
Are soonest at the goal.
Are soonest at the goal
That >s not gained by speed;
Then hold thee still. 0 restless heart,
For 1 shall wait his lead.
•—Brad ford To rrey.
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NEW INSPIRATION FROM SAM.
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humble and meek. A marked im
provement is noticed in his English.
This improvement greatly enriches
his thought and he is better able to
express the truths which God has giv
en to him.
May "HeavenT King" continue to
rule him and extend to him that em
bassy backed by the force of heaven.
—H. E. K.

INTER-COLLEGIATE DERATE.

A debate of unusual interest was
A prophet from God has again
given by Taylor University's negative
walked through our midst. If it is
team vs. Huntington's affirmative
proper to compare, we would say that
team
in Schriner auditorium on April
all who have been before him this
18 at 8 p.m. The T. U. debaters were
year were minor prophets. But he,
enthusiastically supported by a large
through the depth of spirituality, mas
majority of the faculty and student
terful grasp of truth, and boldness of
body, and a good representation of
utterance in the Holy Ghost forces
the residents from the surrounding
us to say with admiration that he was
country. None were disappointed but
a major prophet. We speak of Sam T. U. AFFIRMATIVE LOSES
Palovina.
TO HUNTINGTON NEGATIVE instead expressed their great satis
faction with the fine way the team
Sunday
morning, April 9, he
preached in the Methodist church; at
On the same evening that the T. U. gave this first inter-collegiate debate.
The question debated was, Re
the college chapel in the afternoon, negative team defeated the Hunting
and again at the Methodist church in ton team in the Schriner auditorium, solved: That the principle of the
the evening.
the Huntington negative team de closed shop is justifiable.
Taylor is justly proud of her rep
Sunday morning he preached upon feated the T. U. affirmative in the high
resentatives—Messrs. Fred W i l d e ,
"So Great Salvation," emphasizing school building at Huntington.
This debate was quite peculiar in Edmund Cortez and A. W. Pugh. The
under seven points the greatness of
this salvation. As he preached in its aspects. Our affirmative team com debaters entered the fray with cour
the Holy Ghost our hearts were first posed of Messrs. Percy Olson, E. age and fortitude and succeeded in
awed, then as the message was de Nordin Gilbertson and Ernest Treber, upl'o'ding the negative of tin proposi
veloped, the depths of our emotions upon presenting themselves to the tion in a commendable way.
were swayed, until finally our whole Huntington team which was com
The members of the team from
natures were thrilled and throbbing posed of Messrs. William McCoy, Earl Huntington were Mr. Elmer Becker,
with a new love for our great Saviour, Lamb and Loy Laney, found that one Mr. Titus Welt and Miss Inez Schad.
and we sacrificed ourselves anew at of the judges had not arrived. This They upheld the affirmative side of
the altar of fidelity to he true to God necessitated the selection of a resi the question very well. Each speak
and preach that the holiness without dent judge, a necessity contrary to
er proved to be a capable debater.
agreement of contract. But "circum
which no man shall see the Lord.
The team from Huntington college
And who could describe the chapel stances alter cases." Our men fur
endeavored to show that:
service? Human words snap and ther discovered that one of the other
I. Recognition of the union is
break as we try to tell the workings judges was a member of the board of necessary for colective bargaining.
of the Holy Ghost. We saw an alert that college—this presented another
II. Many of the disadvantages of
figure set free before us—and that breach of contract, viz, "the judges the labor unions are disappearing.
shall
be
disinterested,
non-resident
Jesus-stamped face. We heard a serIII. Co-operation develops
pro
man on sanctification that showed un parties." Rather than disappoint the duction and efficiency.
audience,
our
team
decided
to
face
excelled construction, clearness of ar
IV. The influx of foreign labor is
gument, and putting of the most pro the odds and meet their opponents re
detrimental to tue American work
gardless
of
the
outcome.
The
debate,
found scriptural reasons why we
man.
should be holy. We felt that peculiar scheduled for 8 p.m., did not begin
V. The principle of the open shop
until
9:15.
unction that flows out from and seals
is detrimental to the state, physically,
upon hearts such a message;. As
Needless to say this was a hotly
mentally and morally.
young preachers our hearts rose up contested debate. Each team was
The Taylor team contended that:
and accepted the challenge to he un prepared to meet its rival in the
I. The principle of the closed shop
compromising preachers of full sal heaviest combat. "The combat deep
is
antagonistic to our American ideals.
vation. Glory to God!
ens; on ye brave!" Each showed
1. The American ideal set forth in
skill
in
preparation
and
force
in
de
At night we heard a postscript to
the law of rights is violated.
the Acts of the Apostles. The Lord livery. The cheers and applauses
2. It is antagonistic to individual
from
the
audience
were
encouraging;
did not shake up a Philippian jailer,
bargaining, another ideal set forth in
hut he did reach down in priest rid and when the "whistle" blew the
the laws of equal rights.
den Austria and first gave a sugges sound reported, "Three votes for
3. It is antagonistic to the freedom
tion to a broken boy. Later He spake Huntington and none for T. U."
of
the press, an essential ideal in de
An item of interest may be perti
from heaven, and the boy, now a man,
mocracy.
heard and said, "Lord, I'll do any nent. The presiding officer, in an
4. It is antagonistic to the freedom
thing you want me to do." A most nouncing the decision of the judges,
of religions.
remarkable ministry with thousands said: "No doubt you will he sur
5. The method of propagating the
of converts has been, and is being prised at the decision. The first bal
closed
shop is antagonistic to Amer
the result.
lot is cast by a member of the board
ican ideals.
of
our
college."
We that have known Sam in former
II. The principle of the closed
days, marvel at his development. In
We are drawing no conclusions,
shop is inimical to the best interests
stead of being puffed up and compro but we are making this report merely
of society, for:
mising because of his success, he has to show the peculiarities that attend
1- It is inimical t o the unorganized
been drawn closer to Jesus—he is ed this debate.
workman who constitutes the major-
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SENIORS.

A'Our New Pastor""

On the evening of April 12, the Sen
ior class held their regular bi-monthly
meeting at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Lyman Focht. For about two hours,
important matter of business puzzled
even Senior brains; but when it was
over, all were well entertained by a
reading from Miss Neff and by a vio
lin selection from Mr. Fenstenmacher.
Candy and popcorn made the eve
ning's entertainment complete. For
mality was conspicuous for its ab
sence and every one present enjoyed
a general good time.
—A Senior.

In the life of a Methodist church forward again to offer his services,
the annual conference is a source of and one morning the high school
much conjecture and suspense, for class welcomed the Methodist pastor
this question we find upon the lips of ™t° their midst as their teacher. We
all church members, "How about our doubt if anyone could wield a more
pastor, will he leave or are they mighty influence over the young life
going to send him back?" The Meth- of. a town than this man. It was
odist church here at Upland has been "Squire" who led in their sports and
no exception to this rule, and not only good times, always directing them
the church with its members but the int° channels which were clean and
'entire town has been repeatedly puz- wholesome.
zled over this question. Only recentThese incidents show how "necesRev. D. H. Kenney, of Philadelphia,
ly we passed through one of these sary" our Methodist pastor is. Al- led chapel, Wednesday, April 19,
periods of great suspense, only to ways sympathetic with those in sor- 1922. He expressed his pleasure in
learn in the end that our pastor, Rev. row, ready to council those who need being here by saying that he still
Maurice E. Barrett, was returned to guidance, and chuck full of fun and would have come had it cost him ten
us, much to the delight of all.
times the inconvenience it did. He
Some people have the happy fac
spoke of the wonderful possibilities
ulty of making themselves necessary,
before us as students. We are called
and, in a way, indispensable in their
of God to represent Christian life and
community. Such a man is Rev. Bar
practice. Every one must be equipped
rett. When he arrived in Upland four
above the siioulder so that men will
years ago as a stranger the town at
be compelled to see the truth. He
once recognized in him a friend such
must also be equipped below the
as all small towns need. It was not
shoulder. To present a supernatural
long before the new pastor was able
philosophy he must have had a super
to call anyone in the town and the
natural change of heart.
surrounding community by his name,
We are sent into the world. Jesus
letting them know by a cheery greet
said "As my father hath sent me into
ing that there was a heart of love for
the world, so send I you into the
Rev. Maurice E. Barret
all burning back of those gray eyes,
world." If we find Christ's mission
as well as a willingness to help where humor in times of merriment. On the we find ours. He was sent:
help was needed. Thus it was that baseball diamond as umpire, "Squire"
1. To deliver a great message.
Rev. Barrett won his way into our ruies fairly and is decisive about all
2. To represent a great personality.
hearts.
his judgments. He is just as decisive
3. To inaugurate a great reform in
During the year of the war he was in proclaiming from the pulpit that economy poitics, social convention
tireless in his enthusiasm. He did sin is sin and that without the blood ality and religion.
much to help and encourage those of Christ a man can never be right
We cannot fulfill the mission to the
who were stationed at Taylor in the with God. His sermons throb with extent that he did but we can carry on.
S. A. T. C. unit. Many of the boys an earnestness which is found only
Christ said. "Ye shall receive pow
felt that they could unhesitatingly in a life entirely consecrated to God.
er after that the Holy Ghost is come
confide in him, and they never found
Rev. Barrett, we who live on the unon you."
It saves a man from:
their trust betrayed. This year was Taylor campus, want you to realize
1. Fear of faces.
one of great hardship for the school, that we are very, very happy to have
2. Fear of failure.
Help was needed to carry on the work y0U here for at least one more year,
3. Fear of fanaticism.
of the institution. Labor was scarce we are proud to think that our pasbecause few civilian students had re- tor is wanted by the "big church," but
The Holv Suirit is the supreme
turned, in the face of this need Mr. We want you to know that we love you qualification for soul winnning. the
Barrett was always ready to do what- for just what you are. W'e do not interpreter of God's word and for so
ever was most needed, regardless of say that we welcome you back, for cial reforms.
whether it was intellectual or manual labor.
The next year of his stay with us
was the time of great need of teachers
in our town high school. Capable
teaehers were indeed hard to be found,
In this emergency, "Squire," as Rev.
Barrett was wont to be called, came

you have not left the place which you
have made for yourself in our hearts
and from which you will never depart, but rather we will say that we
will bind you to the heart of our community more closely, and will work,
strive and pray for you more earnestly than ever before.

KEEPING TRACK OF VALUES
It's good to have money and the
things money can buy, but it's g'ood,
too, to check up once in a while and
make sure you haven't lost the things
that money cannot buy.
—Geo. Horace Lorimer.
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EASTER CANTATA
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It has for many years been the custorn of Taylor University to give a
cantata in commemoration of the Easter season. This year on Friday, the
fourteenth, the two glee clubs of the
school rendered Stainer's "Crucifixion," directed by Professor H. An-

then heard it said it was rendered The Lord had a job for me, but I had
even better than before.
so much to do,
I said, "You get somebody else, or
THE PILL BOX
wait till I get through."
.
,
i don't know how the Lord came out
^ TTha missionary play given by the
^^
^ ge(. alQng;
'
T\U- Standard Bearers Tuesday ev- ^
j fe]t kinda sneakin' like, 'cause I
p
®nmg'
' e" ' ®
, 6 ' "
know'd I done him wrong,
Box<
was Pronounced by those
who

dre Schmidt and accompanied by Miss
Virginia Ruse. The platform was
appropriately decorated with lilies,
,
,
, ..
t-t ,
beautiful white cross
which formed the center of the back,
....
ground^
lie rendition was pronounced the best ever given at Taylor; voices harmonized and attentive
co-operation was noticeable.
Mr.
Charles Jennings, tenor, and Mr. Wal__ _
_ .
,
,
lace Teed, baritone, gave the solo
,
„
.
,
selections with fine interpretation and
cleep reeling
_.
* .,
..
„
.,
It was not the motive of either the
. ,
..
,
, , ,
.
,
leader or the glee clubs to gain glory
and honor for themselves. They endeavored to bring a message that
would sink deep into the hearts of
the listeners and bear fruit to the
glory of God.

^t^col^ge^3"1 0ne day 1 needed the Lord; needed
him myself, needed him right
weather the
*n ®plte ot leJJu bad ,yeather> tne
dway,
chapel was well filled with a very at..
or- And he never answered me at all, but
aud;ence
The
college
r®ntlve audience
t.ne college or
1 couia near mm say,
chestra furnished appropriate music
preceding the play and between
the Down in my accusin' heart, "Nigger,
^ ^ a ladies
^ cq
rse got too much to do;
w
Mildred Yqu get gomebody else> or wait tm j
, ^ •
a^ •
j
j
1
tLVA11(rll „
an«
Doris Atkinson, rendered vocal
get through.
,
numbers,
mi
^
,
, T J t, x.
• i .*
The first scene portrayed the col- Now when xthe Lord
he have a 30b for
,
r> u
t
n, ,
^
,
T
lege room of Barbara Lane. She has
me, I never tries to shirk;
completed her college course and is I drops what I have on hand and does
,
•
,
. ., ,
,
.,
planning to visit her parents, who are
the good Lord's work,
missionarip„ in Ind;„
And my affairs can run along' or wait
T
/
i.
•«. u
The next scene shows her with her
tn, T g
. • T amu
•,
1-4,1
tnrougn,
parents in India. Three knocks in the AT„i dy
4.1,
else can do the job that Gods
nigM come tQ hgr door with appealg *°b°
marked
out
for
you.
for help that ghe cannot meet and
-From Paul Laurence Dunbar.
on her kneeg ghe promigeg to be
a

"John Stainer, a former choir boy doctor. The next scene is in her ofof St. Paul's Cathedral, London, fice in India four years later, where
An ""religious farmer in one of the
brought forth this religious work that she is administering help to the many
has since been sung wherever the needy ones who come.
western states, who gloried in his irAnglo-Saxon tongue is spoken. LitThe last scene shows the happiness ve,iSion> WI-ote a letter to a local
tie did he think that he would be the that is hers when those who have wee^ly newspaper in such terms as
composer of a work which has been been helped by her surround her and Hiese:
I have been trying an
heard on India's coral strands, on the express their gratitude to the God exPel"lment with a field of mine. I
mysterious shores of old Cathay, in they have learned to love through Ploughed it on Sunday. I planted it
nn Sunday. I dressed it only on Sunthe Pearl of the Antilles, among the her life of service among them.
effulgent rays of the balmy South, or
Miss Ruth Speirs as Barbara Lane, day- * reaped it on Sunday. I cartin the snows and the colds of the arc- Miss Catherine Biesecker as Barba- ed Ble cr°P home on Sunday to my
tic regions."
ra's mother and Miss Caroline Chur- barn- And now, Mr. Editor, what is
The nature of the cantata is such chi" as a hi£h caste lady were the t1ie result? I have more bushels to
that no one who entered intothe spirit most prominent characters, but each
sere in that field than any of my
of it could fail to be benefited. Be- one of the twenty young people was neighbors have had this October." He
ginning with Christ's suffering in the very weI1 suited to the part as- exnected some applause from the edGarden, the entire story of His cruci- s^ned and showed a fine ccmprehen- dor, who did not, perhaps, himself
fixion is told. He is taken from Geth- S1°" °f the thcu£ht of the play.
profess to be a specially religious
semane, led before Pilate and tried _. e costuming was done by Mrs. man. But underneath the letter, on
er s.on' Kilmer, of India, eagerly opening his r-"per, he found
before the people. They cry "Crucify
'jlel an
Him," and Pilate willing to please d", ja°.md 16J' 0Iiental costumes were printed this short but significant senthem released the prisoner, Barabas ' 'Jp a^U ' .
tence: "God does not always settle
S 'l. 1
a !max
and condemns Jesus who is led awav
P'ay> the his accounts in October."
by the soldiers and crucified upon pantami™ 0 Zion Haste," was most
Mount Calvary. There He is seen fr,!' '°a y "nen y seven young
FACES TOWARD
THE
LIGHT
,flnl
1
lsdies, accompanied by Miss
Edith
'"r'
suffering for the sins of the whole
' , . ,
.
*
„ss Mlth
,,
.
, „ ,
, .
„ Hall, soloist, at the close of the enworld. A wonderful appeal is made tsrtainment The WQrk
I asked the roses as they grew
in the chorus "Come Unto Me." The ciety wag defined b Mjss ga(J
j " Richer and lovelier in their hue
last chorus 111 live for Him who the superintendent and a
What made their tints so rich and
died for me," provides a fitting close thank offering. of tw
bright,
do«a
and makes our consecration the out- received.
They answered, "Looking toward the
come of His suffering. It was for this
Mr 0rviUe French [ed ^
Ught „
that He lay down His life-that we cation and cloging prayer
" -Ah, secret dear „ ^ ^ q{ m_ne
might live.
was in charge "0od meant my life to be like thine—
The entertainment
The cantata was repeated on Sun- of Mrs. E. N. Gilbertson to whom Radiant with heavenly beauty bright
day evening in the Methodist Episco- much of the credit is due for the By simply looking toward the light."
pal church of Upland. Many who excellent performance
—Sylvanus Stall.
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1922—Passion Week Addresses
By request of the factulty, Professor
Wray for the third or fourth time had
charge of the Passion Week services
in the chapel. He gave an address
each morning at the chapel hour on
some subject appropriate to that day
of the week. The following is a brief
outline of Monday's address:
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dream. He was still young; but the
sins of his youth had not been dreams.
How thankful he felt now that he was
still young, that he had power to for
sake the false path, and enter the
road lighted by a bright sun and lead
ing on to rich fields of harvest."
Ah! My young friends, let not
fa[se hopes lure you from the path
0f pUr;ty an(j honor, lest the story of
awful
a dream become to you an
reality.
Remember the choices of
youth fix
the habits of age and de_
termine the soul's destiny. Does the
record of the day of judgment in this
memorable week, when the Son of
God, whose eyes of flame had searched
the place where reverence and devotion to holy ideals should dwell,
cleansed its precincts, convey to us
Shall it be said of us
no warning?
at last, that we knew not the time
of our visitation? "Behold, now is
the accepted time; behold, now is the
day cf salvation!

of the man, putting into his face and
form the ideal he knew could be
realized; then he called the man to
his studio and unveiled the picture
before him. The man gazed long at
his own features and exclaimed, as if
to himself:
Does he think I can he
that kind of a man? Then I will be!"
A reference to Palm Sunday, when And his whole life was changed from
Jesus made His royal entrance into that hour.
Jerusalem prepared the way for the
In a powerful story of Jean Paul
address. On that day of popularity, Richter, a young man is represented
He was faithful to the cause of pure as dreaming of his old age, when, at
religion. Going into the temple, He midnight, the old year was departing,
"looked round about upon all things" and he, an old man near the grave
and then "went out into Bethany with had, as the results of his long career
the twelve." This scrutiny and this "nothing but errors, sins and dis
silence boded no good to the desecrat- eases, a shattered body, a desolated
ors of His Father's house. It was as soul, a poisoned heart, and an age of
if He were warning them of a coming remorse. The beautiful years of his
A CONVLVCIIVG SERMOY
judgment which they might avert by youth were all changed into dismal
goblins,
shrinking
away
now,
to
hide
amending their ways. Alas! They
Rev. T. T. Shields, of Toronto, says:
were blind to the doom they were in themselves from the dawn of another
I
heard of a telephone girl who turnnew
year."
In
desperation
and
uncurring by their sin, and on the mor
utterahle grief he looked up towards efl to another and said, "He's a parow the blow fell.
the heavens and cried aloud: "O give tient man. I was flustered,
and gave
Applying this warning and this act
me back my youth! O Father! Place him the wrong number four times,
of judgment to the wider realm of
me once more upon the crossing of Pn<J he said so kindly, 'You gave me
personal responsibility pertaining to
the way that I may choose the path the wrong number four times, operall men, the Professor spoke on the
on the right hand and not again that ator. Try once agair.' I'd like to
Value of Prevision in One's Life,
taking as a text the Saviour's lament, on the left!" But his Father and his meet that man.' And the other inyouth were gone forever. He saw a aujred, "What is his number?" When
"If thou hadst known, even thou, at
out of the marsh and'she was told, she said, "I know him;
least in this thy day, the things which light flicker
fade away in the church yard. "There he is my minister." Then said the
belong unto thy peace! But now they
are my days of folly." A shooting star other, "I'm going to hear him preach."
are hid from thine eyes .... because
fell
from heaven and vanished on the
thou knewest not the time of thy vis
ground.
"That is myself!" he cried,
Mr. Spurgeon used to tell how he
itation." The following passages were
also quoted to show the urgency of while remorse rent his bleeding heart. once laughed whe\. preparing a ser
scripture in this matter: Deut. 32:29; Then suddenly a peal of bells—dis- mon, the only time he ever rememberPsa. 39:4; Ecc. 12:1; Isaiah 48:17-18. tant church music hailing the new ed laughing in so serious a business.
year—sounded through the air. Look He was going to preach on Joseph,
The reason for such divine urgency
ing on the dim horizon and on the but everybody knows that no matter
is plain. God wants us to see the
value of prevision in life that we may wide world around, "he thought of where Spurgeon began he had a short
the friends of his youth, of the men cuj.
Christ, and he quickly made the
never know the bitterness of remorse.
who, happier and better than him- j0Urney. He had drawn a picture of
"To cure," says one, "is the voice of
self, were now teachers of the people, the colossal stores of corn in Egypt,
the past; to prevent the divine whis
or fathers of joyous children growing tbe granaries bursting with abundper of today." And the sacred pro
up to a prosperous manhood; and he ance. There was a supply of corn
verb has it: "The prudent man foreexclaimed: 'Ah My parents! I too for seVen years. And then in the
seeth the evil and hideth himself, but
might have been sleeping with eyes mjdgt cf his vivid conception Spurthe simple pass on and are punished."
not stained with tears, if I had fol- geon gaw a little mouse in one corAgain, the value of prevision is lowed your new year's prayer for
ner nf a granary worrying itself to
seen in its appeal to prepare for the me!'" Covering his face with his
sb;n and hone in the fear that there
joy of achievements and the glory of hands, burning tears coursing down ^r u't enough to live on.
aS
final reward. We should look ahead
his face, he sighed in his depair: "Oh,
and reflect on our possibilities; then
Doing a deed is like sowing a seed;
make them realities. An artist had an give me back my youth!"
"And his youth suddenly reutrned. if not done at the right time, it is
acquaintance who, to his regret,
showed no inclination to make any He awoke. And, lo, all the terror of forever out of season,
thing of himself. He painted a picture this new year's eve had been only a

—Maria Edgeworth.

PAGE SIX
BASEBALL!!
Spring weather invariably brings
the baseball fever. In spite of the
storms which have been soaking the
campus and diamond, practically ev
ery boy (and some of the girls) has
been hard at work, getting in trim
for the baseball season, which starts
Saturday April 29, when the Thaos
and Philos clash in the opening game.
In this also, new material figures
largely. Both sides have some "dark
horses" ready to spring at the right
time. All together boys! Get some
pep and boost for your team.
We, the undersigned, agree to the
following baseball schedule between
the Philo and Thalo Literary Socie
ties:—
Saturday, April 29th.
Saturday, May 6th.
Saturday, Mary 13th.
Saturday, May 17th.
Saturday. May 27th.
Tuesday, May 30th.
Saturday, June 3rd.
Signed
ORVILLE W. FRENCH
Thalo Manager.
ORLO A. RUPP
Philo Manager.
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5. 880 yard run.
6. 1 mile run.
7. 2 mile run.
8. 220 yards low hurdles.
9. Discus throw.
10. Shot put.
11. High jump.
12. Pole vault.
13. Broad jump.
14. Hammer throw.
15. 1 mile relay.
J. B. JOHNSON
General Track Manager.
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NELSON STUDIO |

I PHOTOGRAPHY & FRAMING f
|Welcomes You at its new Location I
f 223 W. Main St. Hartford City |

DR. W. D. PLACE
Dentist
One Square East of Weiler's
HARTFORD CITY, IND.

TENNIS SEASON ABOUT HERE.
The tennis courts have been rolled
time and again, and matches have
been planned but always that croak,
the rain, spoils things and musses up
the courts. However, Carl promises
to have the courts in shape as soon
as possible, so get out your rackets
and get ready early in order to avoid
the rush.
A TRAGIC ENDING TO
|
DRY GOODS, NOTIONS
LOVE'S YOUNG DREAM I
GROCERIES,
!
It was in the beautiful season of |
GENTS' FURNISHINGS
f
the year when spring poets rave, when f Upland
Indiana I
the dog-wood bark, and one can see
the Johnny-Jump up. It was an ideal
day for young lovers to saunter leis
urely along and whisper to each other
the words which come so naturally f EVERYTHING IN BUILDING f
INTER-SOCIETY TRACK MEET
in the spring time of youth.
| MATERIAL, WOOD & COAL |
The rules for the inter-society track
Down a grassy lane, came a little I Upland, Ind.
Phone 211 ?
and field meet have been drawn up by man and maid, enjoying the beauties
a committee from each of the socie of the day and above all, the com
ties. The addition of the hammer pany of each other. An inoffensive
throw and the low hurdles, to the reg dandelion held up its bright yaller
ular events, brings hints of new ma head for them to admire. They quick
We Appreciate Your Trade
terial in both societies. Doubtless the* ly possessed themselves of the little
meet will be the best ever held in T. flower and decided to try their lung
BUNS, ROLLS, AND ALL
U. Both Philo and Thalo teams have expansion by blowing through the
KINDS OF PASTRIES
been hard at work for a month and hollow stem of the flower.
more and some extra good work may
Each placed an end of the stem in
Satisfaction Guaranteed
be expected.
his and her mouth and blew with
or Money Refunded.
The following rules shall govern
might and main. Naturally the boy
the Inter-society track meet:
could blow harder, and alas! ! An
1. The meet shall be held Satur
innocent little worm had decided to
E. S. ULLOM, Prop.
day, May 20.
make its home in the stem and when
Phone Orders 382
2. There shall be a limit of four
the little girl found it impossible to
men in dashes.
keep the stem in her mouth—hor
3. Each man shall be limited to
rors! ! ? ! ! The worm was forced
four events and relay.
to leave its abiding place and found
4. The points shall be as follows:
a new but not permanent one in the
First place—5 points; 2nd'—3 points;
little girl's mouth.
3rd—1 point.
Result: She refused to speak to i
Upland, Ind.
|
5. The relay shall count five
her
lover, who went home crushed •
points.
and heart broken.
I
CAPITAL $25,000.00
6. Further regulations such as of
Who would think by looking at the i
|
ficials, etc., will be announced later.
SURPLUS AND PROFIT,
j
7. The following events shall take calm and serene face of Prof. Blod- |
gett, that he had had such a tragic
place:
|
$8,000.00
!
affair.
1. 50 yard dash.
A
f
! H. T. CONNELLY, President ;
2. 100 yard dash.
A translation in Greek I: "He •
I
3. 220 yard dash.
said to shoot the Greek on the right | GUY DUCKWALL, Cashier
wing."
4. 440 yard run.

i 0. C. BOWEN & CO. \

I Miller Lbr & Mfg. Co. f

"Blue Bird" Bread

Upland Baking Co.

j Upland State Bank j
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we expect to develop it along institu
tional church lines. This will take
Students! Faculty members! Vol time, as well as much prayer and
unteers! Everyone who believes in waiting on God. We can't go too fast
prayer! Remember room 9, opposite in China.
the library, is open from 12 to 12:15
We find the Chinese people very in
every school day for you to use.
teresting, although how to deal with
Do the burdened messengers of the them at time is a difficult question.
o-o-s, w*o are meeting the forces of They are just the same as other folks,
the enemy, need prayer? The answer though, when it comes to finding God.
is inevitable. If foreign missions They, like we, have sinned and when
don't appeal, pray for our own needs. they repent and seek God, they get
Some students need shoes and other forgiven. There is no other way and
articles of apparel at this very hour. we have no other gospel to, give them.
Pray that God will thrust out workers We find that the simple truth of the
w^o are endued with power into the gospel is what accomplishes the work.
waiting fields.
We trust that our friends will not for
Ton who waste your time about the get to pray for us that the Holy Spir
post office or waiting around the din it may work through us. Otherwise,
ing hail for the bell to ring and yet our work will be in vain.
can say, "I haven't time to pray as
Regards to all the Echo family.
much as I should," come in, if only for
Yours in) His service,
a few minutes, and drop to your
CLINTON J. BUSHEY.
knees and go to prayer immediately,
whether there's one or a dozen pres
Pinned to above letter was the fol
ent. Let's begin, to make our prayer lowing note and newpaper clipping:
life effectual today in praying for
"You will note the enclosed clip
real missionaries, etc., and not wait ping. I took this out of last week's
until next year.
paper. These things happen often
—A Volunteer.
these days in China, especially inland.
A little over a week ago I ate dinner
with the brother of Dr. Taylor—Rev.
Sungkiang Ku, China,
H. H. Taylor. Brother H. H. Taylor
Feb. 26, 1922.
is the oldest son of J. Hudson Taylor
Dear Editor and Friends:
The old tie still binds and when the and is now living on Mohanshau, a
Echo gets to us, the other things mountain some one hundred miles
must wait awhile at least. The Jan from here. They certainly g,re fine
uary number came yesterday and we people and the Lord is continually
enjoyed it. It certainly is interesting blessing them.
to read about our friends who are Woman Freed; Man Held at Yunnanfu
Shanghai.—Dispatches received here
scattered over the world. We got a
letter from Vere Abbey the other day today from Peking and Yunnanfu re
and Miss Martha McCutchen writes vealed the capture by bandits last
occasionally from Foochaw, China. Thursday in a lonely section of
Miss Householder stopped in to see Yunnan province of two British mis
us on her way to West China. Leon sionaries, Dr. and Mrs. Howard Tay
C. Osborn is in Chikli, and there are lor. Mrs. Taylor has been released
several others in China who are with and has returned to Yunnanfu, but
in mailing distance.
her husband is still being held.
Dr. Taylor is a son of the late Dr.
We find our work very interesting,
although it seems to go slow on ac Hudson Taylor of the China Inland
count of the language. I walked Mission. For the past year he and
about a mile and a half and back this Mrs. Taylor have been visiting mis
morning and preached at my charge sion stations throughout China.
Reports ofthe kidnapping received
in the city. Grace church is in a
prominent location in Sungkiang and at the mission here and the British

legation in Peking are as yet meagre.
Dr. and Mrs. Taylor were traveling to
Kutsing. North of Yunnanfu they
were approached by a party under the
bandit leader Fu Hsiao hung and were
carried away. Mrs. Taylor reported
the capture following her release and
return to Yunnanfu.

MISSIONS

From an article written for the
Friends Oriental News, Alison H.
Rogers, a Taylor graduate now on the
mission field of India, we cull the fol
lowing :
"There is a sect of reformed Hindus
who are working definitely to re
convert Indian Christians. One of
these men told me in a conversation
that they could convert any Christian
regardless of how long he had been a
Christian, unless he was brought up
in an orphanage and did not have the
background of early Hindu training."

AFRICA STIRRING
The movement for self-determina
tion and self-expression has spread to
Africa.
The slogan, "Africa for
Africans" is passing from tribe to
tribe on the Dark Continent. Gen
eral Smuts said, "The African native
is losing faith in the white man,
white education and white religion."
In Rhodesia there is wide unrest and
revolt against exploitation by whites.
There have been strikes in which
thirty to forty thousand miners not
only refuse to work, but endanger
white settlers. One of our optimistic
leaders says, "Every foot of Africa
today is under the flag of a Christian
government." But one of those gov
ernments commends itself for bestow
ing upon the native twenty-four acres
of his own land, while for many years
the standardized farm of an European
in Matabeleland was 6500 acres. Over
a million acres are about to be taken
from the natives and allocated to
whites.
Africa wants to see some practical,
Christ-like Christianity.—Selected.
Thoughts of what might have been
are an injustice to today.
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Mrs. I. M. McLaughlin, of Corning,
N. Y., is visiting her son, \ . iHard, and
The cantata given Friday afternoon friends on the campus.
by the Glee Clubs of Taylor Univer
sity was enjoyed by many visitors as
ALUMNI NEWS.
well as the students.
May Rector and "Johnnie" Spiers
L. Chester Lewis has been trans
spent Easter Sunday at the home of ferred from Cawnpore to Gonda, In
Mr. and Mrs. Copple, a few miles from dia, and has been given the district
here. It being Easter they were per superintendency of his district. Both
mitted to feed the chickens and gather Mr. and Mrs. Lewis enjoy their work
the eggs.
very much.
Alice Wlesler spent the past week at
L. R. Norvelle, a former Taylor stu
her home in Batesville, Ind.
dent, is head of the Department of
Madge Mannon, Wilberta Brower,
Speech in the University of Iowa. He
Virginia Ruse, Carolyn Churchill and
delivered an address at the annual
Emma Michel were entertained at
convention of the National Associa
dinner Easter Sunday in the home of
tion of Teachers of Speech, which was
Mr. and Mrs. I. C. Bowen, of Upland.
held at Chicago last February. He is
Miss Doris Morrow, of New Castle,
very successful in this work.
Pa., was the guest of Lillian Arm
Mr. and Mrs. Neilson are living at
strong last week. Come again, Doris.
Mrs. A. Verne Westlake is visiting Pleasantville, New Jersey. They are
her parents at East Liverpool, Ohio. the parents of a daughter named
Mrs. Westlake expects to return next Evelyn Ruth. Mrs. Neilson was for
merly Ruth Ridout.
week.
Stanley J. Urban is residing at
Rosabel!) Daugherty and Aileen
Kenrick assisted in revival meetings Wallaston, Mass. He is expecting to
return to school next fall if possible.
at Rensslear, Ind.
Professor Iloag, Helen Hall, Stella
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Boat have moved
Thacker and Mr. Fletcher were Mar from Newburg, N. Y., to Bridgeport,
ion visitors last Saturday.
Conn. Mr. and Mrs. John W. Rose
Mr. Brown is guilty of a grave of visited them while on their way to
fense. He stepped on the cat's tail Boston, where Mr. Rose will enter
in the main building which caused a the school of theology next fall.
great disturbance in the library.
Mr. and Mrs. Claudius Barrett are
Miss Elsie Kellar, of Sayre, Pa., living at Lutesville, Mo. Claudius
visited Miriam Teed last week. We and Clarence are both attending the
hope she will make us another visit Lutesville high school this year.
in the near future.
Rev. and Mrs. J. M. Cause are re
Rev. and Mrs. Pugh left last week
siding at Olympia, Wash., where Rev.
for New Jersey, after spending the
Cause is pastor. Mrs. Cause was for
winter at T. U.
merly a T. U. student and at that
Dorothea Leech and Kathryne Bieri
enjoyed Easter dinner at the Peele time was known as Bessie Ruth Herriek.
home.
Malachi C. Cooper lives at Houston,
Wilodene Countryman was enter
tained in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Texas, »where he is employed by the
Forest Miller last Saturday and Sun Prudential Insurance Co.
LOCALS.

day.
Miss Lettie Cole, of Corning, N. Y.,
is the guest of Mildred Kettyle. Wel
come toour fair city, Miss Cole.
Audrey Faulder spent the week-end
with friends in Indianapolis.
Because of the immense crowd at
the piano recital, Monday evening,
Professor Westlake was obliged to ask
the audience to take the front seats
both of them.
Evelyn Gaar received a box from
home, Monday, and because of Eve
lyn's
generous disposition about
thirty girls were invited to her room
at 9:30. Yum! Yum! Angel Food
cake, n'everything. I say Rah! Rah!
Rah! for Evelyn.

Mrs. Clarence Olson died at St. Joe
hospital in St. Joe, Mo. She had an
operation a few weeks previous from
which complications arose causing her
death on April 9th. She leaves one
son, Ward, aged eleven. Her husband,
Rev. Clarence Olson, is pastor of the
M. E. church at Skidmore, Mo. He
graduated from Taylor in 1915.
Basil T. Osborne, of LaMour^, N. D.,
says: "Mrs. Osborne and I have a
constant love for the old school of
our choice and of God's sweet savior
to the world. We found it a veritable
green pasture to our souls while
there and have carried away a relish
for the fruits of a full gospel min
istry there."

SPORTING GOODS!
Baseball—Field and
Track Equipment
Write us and we will
call on you.
LIEBER HARDWARE CO.
Hartford City, Ind.

GERMICIDAL

SOAP

The Best Shampoo
for Dandruff
Keeps Infection from Burns
and Wounds
Destroys Perspiration
Odors
Invaluable in the Sick Room
for Hands, Clothing
and Linen
Kills Lice and Other
Vermin
Germicidal Sqm
M!LB

nvmmi

v._

! THE SOAP OF
A HUNDRED
USES
i

WeSelland

$ Recommend It

Price 25c
PIONEER DRUG STORE
—The Rexall Store—
Upland
Indiana
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(continued from page 2i
ity of wage earners.
2. Tt is inimical to the union men
themselves for all union men are put
on the came plane and thus personal
'ambition is destroyed.
3. It is inimical to the employer.
The employer would be deprived of
his right of free contract; and collec
tive bargaining would become co
ercive bargaining.
The principle of the closed shop
does not consider the employer in his
dealing witn the long and short
factors of supply and demand, and
with the commercial crises, and witn
the periodic rising and falling of com
mercial vaiues.
4. Last of all, the principle of the
closed shop is inimical to the general
public.
The philosophy of collectivism,
when put in the hands of the closed
shop becomes the philosophy of the
battle field.
The only logical conclusion is that
the public pays the bills.
III. It fails to accomplish the de
sired results.
1. A principle which does not seek
the greatest good of all is not justi
fiable.
2. It does not bring about financial
prosperity for the union man.
3. It does not protect the laboring
class.
4. It results in industrial warfare.
5. It results in industrial decline.
6. It results in industrial autocra
cy.
The T. U. debaters did not only
have material that was convincing
but delivered it in a way which is sur
passed by few. Their outlines stood
out plainly during the presentation
end the argument was stated clearly
and with proper emphasis. The de
cision was unanimous for the nega
tive.
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SERVICE HDW. CO

The first Hardware Store on
your way down town.
Student Patronage Solicited.
Upland .... Indiana

BEN BRADFORD

j

QUALITY SHOE SHOP

I

Upland

i
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POORMAN'S
Sanitary Grocery

BARBER

|

SHOPj

Why go elswhere for a haircut,|
shave, or massage?
|
Thoughtful service—Neatequipment. f
High grade toilet articles in stock, i
They will please you.
|

For
STAPLE & FANCY GROCERIE
All kinds of Fruits and
Vegetables in Season

C. E. Poorman
UPLAND, IND

H . E. K e n r i c k , P r o p .

I

Sickler Basement
See Bulletin Board for Hours.

|
?
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The Economy Store
F. M. Porter, Prop.
UPLAND, IND.
'The Store That Always Has
the Goods" and Makes the
Lowest Cash Prices on
Everything for Everybody.
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BRODERICK & BALLINGER
Fresh, Salted and Smoked Meats.
OYSTERS AND FISH IN SEASON.
UPLAND, IND.

PHONE 61
i..a..a..a>.a<«a.

LOY FURNITURE COMPANY

"We cannot submit a report of this
debate without saying that these men
exemplified the real art of debating,
especially when it came to the re
buttal. The appreciation of the mas
terly way in which they met the ar
gument of their opponents, was shown
by the audience.

I

Dealers In

Carpets

Rugs

Linoleum

and

Those who have heard the debate
feel that Taylor University's debaters
are capable of receiving their share
of honors in inter-collegiate debat
ing.

The hatter and the shoemaker may
hot be divinities, but they shape the
ends of men.
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ALONE-NESS.

a life in a continual whirl of events.

newed courage, and perfect rest from
the constant whirl of society.
There is also a seclusion which is
far more valuable than either of the
forms just mentioned. Only those who
make it an unalterable feature of their
daily lives can estimate the value of
following the ficripture injunction:
"But thou, when thou prayest, enter
into thy closet, and when thou hast
shut thy door, pray to thy Father
which is in secret
." No form of
prayer can take the place of secret
communion with God. Oh the majesty
of the presence of Jesus! He becomes
real to those who close themselves
from all outside Influences and earn
estly enter into heart communion.
The monotonous routine of daily ac
tivities is changed into work furnish
ing the utmost interest and pleasure;
sorrow gives place to joy; the mind
is lifted from the trivial affairs of
the present world to the glories of the
world to come; and the value which
God places upon a human soul surplants the narrow conceptions of man.

"It has been the continuity of the
universities in joining experience and
thought of the past with the ideas
of the day that has given stability
and impulse to civilization. Since the
foundation of the oldest European
university of Cracow, the character
of the government of Poland has
changed a dozen times. This institu
tion has never ceased to canvas free
thought, free speech—to sow the seed
from which springs human liberty.
When all other institutions have ap
parently crumbled, these educational
institutions have gone op pouring out
men of character and ideas, from
whom new governmerts, the evolu
tion of freedom and better government
have risen. There is something great •
and precious in the continuity of
these institutions.
—Herbeit Hoover.

Just as the violet needs some pro
tection from the sun's rays, so man
needs to get away from the world once
in awhile. It is possible to live so
close to life that we have no appre
ciation of its true values. A painting
cannot be appreciated if a person
stands too close; if looked at from a
distance its real beauty and art is re
vealed. The universities of the coun
try are places, where groups of stu
dents are withdrawn from the world
while pursuing a course of study in
preparation for the life ahead. A
student can stand back and look at
the world, study its problems, and
ing lives of barrenness because of a seek a cure for its many ills. He re
perverted social instinct. Man craves turns to the world with an we and
Noting the tremendous industrial
society and there is no doubt that this greater vision.
and other advantages that the United
instinct to desire the company of oth
Then it is well for the individual States is deriving from prohibition,
ers is being satisfied more today than to seek complete separation from the
the Independent Socialist Party of
ever before. Man has learned to ad fellowship of others—even the dear
Germany has, according to the Christ
just himself to the society of others est friends—for a short time, as often
and has in so doing gained innumer as possible. The soul of man yearns ian Science Monitor, "announced its
able advantages over an independent for periods when he can sit still and intention of submitting a general al
life. But has he not also sacrificed meditate. At such time the serious cohol prohibition measure in the
some things? Does he realize the in ness of life is fully realized and the Reichstag."
estimable value of getting alone? great issues ahead can he weighed
Of withdrawing from the crowd? with a judgment which is more sober
An aim in life is the only fortune
During thd age when men isolated than at ordinary times. The fruit of
themselves in monasteries and hermi such seasons is relaxation, readjust worth finding, and it is not to be found
tages the other extreme was reached. ment to meet impending circum in foreign lands, but in the heart
A life in seclusion is as unnatural as stances, enlargement ot vision, re itself.—R. L. Stevenson.
The other day when out in the
woods picing violets we made an ob
servation which brought a lesson
worth passing on. The flowers which
grew in the open places where they
received the direct sunlight all day
were not as fresh and fragrant as
those which grew in the deeper and
more shaded parts of the woods. In
the unprotected areas the violets were
faded while those which grew where
partial protection was afforded had
a deep richness of color. The most
beautiful violets were hidden.
The masses of people today are liv

April 6—Emma Michel begins train
ing for track. In her first
try-out
there were only two contestants, "Em"
and a supposedly headless hen. Dis
tance, 100 yard dash from dining hall
to music hall. "Em" won.
April 7—Mnanka banquet. Barton
Rees Pogue presents five of his pu
pils in Thalo program.
April 8—Soangetahas win debate
over Eulogonians; subject, Resolved:
That the mental capacity of man is
greater than that of women.
April 9—Sam, the Methodist, gives
the story of his life. Beautiful moonWight night but no S. P.'s
^ April 10—Just rain and Monday.
April 11—The Standard Bearers
give their play entitled, "The Pill
Bottle." More rain.
April 12—Three cheers for our Co
ed Echo staff! Just a little more rain.
April 13—Changeable weather. We
are glad to have Prof. Cobb visit us.
April 14—Stainer's Crucifixion giv
en by the Glee clubs was a most im
pressive service.
April 15—One day without rain.
Everyone has a good time regardless
of studies.
, April 16—Easter Sunday. We are
overjoyed to have Rev. Barrett with
us for another year.
April 17—If this wasn't the highest
point of land on the Pennsylvania
railroad we would all be wearing life
preservers.

SNYDER'S CASH DEPARTMENT STORE
Geo. A. Snyder, Prop.

Groceries, Dry Goods, Shoes and Notions
PHONE 1084

If you have two suits or
twenty you need another

IF
there isn't one serge.
Genuine Clothcraft Serges at

UPLAND

Avis: "Oh, walking home with
father when I was a little girl."

B University students of Austria and
Trermany have developed a young
German movement (Deutschen Jugendmeinschaften) which seems to he
a general revolt against ancient au
thorities, traditions and customs.
Among the ideas and habits attacked
are militarism, monarchy, class dis
tinction and alcoholism. The move
ment is idealistic-patriotic for the de
velopment of a better self and the
aid of the nation in the day of trial.
It takes different forms in different
localities, but the general spirit seems
the same.

GAS CITY
10% discount to students

April 18—T. U. launches her first [
inter-collegiate debate vs. Huntington '
college.
!
Overheard on way to glass factory:
Avis Lindell walking with Russel,
"My this seems just like old times."
Russel:
"Why?
What do you
mean?"

UPLAND, INDIANA

FOR LADIES OR GENTLEMEN

The new Hammermill Stationery Cabinets are
just the thing for social, professional or business
correspondence. Lovely paper and choice of three
sizes.
Each cabinet contains 250 sheets of paper and
250 envelopes, in separate compartments, all print:
ed neatly with your name and address. Priced at
$5.00, $5.25 or $5.50 per cabinet, according to size.
YEATER PRINTING COMPANY
Phone 1081

Upland, Ind.
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*
1
GROCERIES
Phone 1092
Upland-

W. A. HOLLIS, M. D.
EYE, EAR, NOSE, THROAT
SOPHOMORE CLASS.
On Saturday evening, April 8, the
college Sophomore class met in the
gymnasium for a "get-together"
party. The committee had sugar,
nuts, corn and the other things neces
sary for a fudge and popcorn party
on hand and everyone had a jolly time
doing their "bit." After this fem
inine proceedings some of the boys
(ah! and girls, too) had to seek di
version more becoming to their bois
terous natures, and so they indulged
in a lively game of baseball on the
center of the gym floor.
We can not
report as to the winners, but, from
the noise heard, we conclude that Mr.
Daughenbaugh must have been on the
winning side. Oh, well, we know that
baseball -s well as fudge is a hobby
with him.
After some other games had been
played a short program was given.
Prof. Pogue's reading, "Parmer Whip
ple, Bachelor," was of course espec
ially enjoyed. Mr. Hightower gave
an interesting "pep" speech in whcih
he told of the past accomplishments
and future hopes of the Sophomore
class. Wie noticed that he was es
pecially sympathetic with one of his
classmates when he spoke of him in
relation to rule sixteen. An original
poem was read by Miss Hessenauer,
and two 'humorous readings, "She
Bids Him Goodnight" by Miss Alice
Smith, and "The Cheerful Hostess" by
Miss Kettyle, were well received.
The Sophomores showed that they
still possess much class spirit and are
not intending that this be their last
good time before they disband as
Sophomores and re-unite as Juniors.
EUREKA DEBATING ("LI B.
The club met April 8 as usual. An
interesting roll call was made by
having each member give a well
known saying or proverb when his
name was called. After roll call four
of our Spanish boys debated the ques
tion, "Resolved: That the 'Campbell
Bill' is more favorable for Porto Rico
than absolute independence." Mr.
Diaz and Mr. Rodriquiz debated on

the affirmative and Mr. Vallejo and Mr.
Office and Hospital, 214 N. High St.
Casanas the negative. The judges de
Hartford City, Ind.
cided in favor of the affirmative. Af .0..®..#..#..#..#»«0«0»»0"0«0»*0"0"0"0"0 *0"0"0"0»"0"0»«0»«0"0.
ter the debate the following triangular
debators were elected: First team,
Boyll and Baltzeil; second team,
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Whiteneck brothers; third team,
Office Over Postoffice
Draper and Morrison.
Phones: Office 1132. Res., 104
On the 15th we debated the ques
Upland, Indiana
tion, "Resolved: That the Darwin
theory of evolution should be taught
in our public schools and colleges." i
Mr. Miller and Mr. Kerr were the af 0
1
firmative debators; they were opposed
by Mr. Hultz and Mr. Henning. The
affirmative won the decision. Several
0
visitors were present, among them
All kinds sent by Parcel
Prof. Pogue, who acted as critic, and
Prof. Draper, who served as one of f Post.
the judges. Several interesting talks 0
were given after the debate by the \
Help Taylor University by
visitors and members of the club. | purchasing
your Garden
Prof. Pogue related some incidents
\
Plants
from
us.
that happened in the club room when
he was an active member. Others
told how the club has helped them in
their class work.
Eurekans, let us be as conscientious
about attending the club as about at
1 B. A. Atkinson, Florist.
tending our classes.
,

DR. F. L. RESLER

(GARDEN PLANTS
j

j Taylor University
Greenhouses

I

Phone 894

EULOGONIANS.
?
_ . _
.»..a..a..a..0»0"0"0"0*'0"*'
Great regret was felt by many who •0«0"0"0"0"0"*"0"0"*"*"*"* •
did not have the opportunity of at
tending the closed session of the Eulogonian and Soangetaha Debating
Clubs. It was indeed an hour well
spent to listen to the two teams as
they debated on the issue Resolved:
That women have the same mental
capacity as men. Both sides appar
ently fully believed in the side of the
the question which they were defend
ing and kept hammering away -until
the visiting team left, at the close of
the session, with its colors flying high.
They were proud of the fact that they
had beaten the Eulogonian team.
On April 15th the members of the
club and also some of the members
of the young ladies' club, listened to
an interesting debate on the question
Glasses Scientifically Fatted
SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN
of Resolved: That married mission
TO SCHOOL CHILDREN
aries can do more effective work than
421-422 Marion Nat'l Bank
the unmarried missionaries. The neg
Phone 24fi
Marion, Indative, however, could not be classed

Ralph C. Cottrell
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as "women haters;" in fact, if any
thing, they might well be classed as
the direct opposite and they therefore
did not manifest much enthusiasm in
upholding that "single" proposition.
Interest and enthusiasm is making
our club go ahead with leaps and
bounds.
—Reporter.

The Soangetahas met with the Eulogonians in the library on Saturday
evening, April 8. -The question for
debate was, Resolved: That the men
tal capacity of women is equal to that
of men. The affirmative was sup
ported by the Soanketaha Club rep
resented by Miss Lillian Hinds and
Miss Bertha French. The Eulogonians, upholding the negative, were
Walter Rose and Wallace Teed. The
decision was rendered in favor of the
affirmative. Now girls, since we are
at last recognized as the mental
equals ofthe boys, let us launch out
and make our club mean more to us
and our wholesome development than
ever before.
Saturday night, April 15, the club
met in regular session. The number
present showed the interest that the
members are taking in the club. Sev
eral visitors were present. We hope
they will call again and others also.
The Soangetaha Club always gives
a hearty welcome to visitors. The de
bate for the evening was on the sub
ject, Resolved: That the Protestant
church should permit women to be
ordained preachers. The speakers on
the affirmative were Misses Florence
Beale and Hilda Erbland and on the
negative were Miss Caroline Churchill
and Mrs. Earl Fiddler. The debate
showed points of much interest to
their listeners. The judges decided
in favor of the affirmative.
Now that the inter-collegiate debate
has proved to us that there are wom
en in other colleges who really can
debate we want to train some debat
ers in our club who can "match up"
with them. Come on, girls, let's do
our level best to attain that height.
LITERARY

DR. ALLEN B. CAINE

f

i
Osteopathic Physician
|
? Office Hours—9-12 a. in., 2-g p. m ?
f Telephone 72
Marion, Indiana ?
i Sixth Floor Marion Nat. Bk Bids*. i

DR. H. N. TURNEY
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SOCIETY

On Friday evening, April 7th, the
Thalonian Litertry society presented
five pupils of Prof. Barton Rees
Pogue in an expression recital. As
the opening number on the program
Miss Mary Shaw gave a piano solo—
Rhapsodie in F minor, and as the
closing number on the program Mr.
L. Diaz gave a vocal solo entitled,
"Beautiful Night," which was enthus-

CLEANING THAT IS SCIENTIFICALLY SUPERIOR
— Garment Dyers — Rug Cleaners — Hat Remodelers
Office 120 W. Third Street

Marion, Inc

The Gem Is Coming
Send subscriptions to

Gilbert Ayres
Subscription Mgr.
Price: Leather, $3.00,

i

DENTIST
f
Phone 58.
Marion, Indiana, f
X-Ray Equipment
i
508 Marion National Bank Bldg. |

LONG'S CLEANERS & DYERS

SOANGETAHA.

THALONIAN

|
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Imitation Leather, $2.25

Second and Washington Streets
Marion, Ind.

One of the Largest
Home-Furnishing Houses
In the State
Dependable Furniture—Floor Coverings
and a Complete Drapery Service
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iastically encored.
Prof. Pogue's pupils and their read
ings were:
Miss Catherine Biesecker, "The
Highwayman."
Mr. Ralph Henning, "The Pro
fessor's Ball Game."
Miss Claribel Eaton, "The 101th."
Mr. Zeno Stackhouse, "Formality at
Siwash."
Miss Caroline Churchill, "The Gypsy
and the Captain."
—"Doug," Reporter.
PHILALETHEAN
LITERARY SOCIETY

TAYLOR UNIVERSITY ECHO
Surely if we hold on hy faith we shall
soon see a stirring revival and more
souls finding God in His saving and
sanctifying power.
At the beginning of the service,
April 18, we had a short experience
meeting. There was a new note of
victory in the testimony of many, giv
ing a real proof of answered prayer.
After the experiences were given the
Lord blessed us in a season of earn
est prayer. Praise the Lord!
Let's
press the battle for victory is near.
—John 0. Mabrice, Reporter.

Are You With
Those You Love?
Separation never occurs
between friends having a
Larrimer
interpretative
photographic portrait.

THE LARRIMER
ART SHOP

HOLINESS LEAGUE

i

W. E. WAGONER

"O God, thou art my God; early will
The Philalethean Literary Society
I
DENTIST
gave one of the most interesting pro I seek thee: my soul thirsteth for
|
Rooms 406-7 Glass Block
thee.
*
*
*
To
see
thy
power
and
grams of the year, Friday evening,
Marion, Ind.
thy glory, so far I have seen thee in j Phone 1235
the 14th, in Shriener auditorium.
the
sanctuary."—Psa.
63:
1,2.
Prof. Pogue presented in expres
"How is it that thou wilt manifest
sion recital five of his students.
•©"•"•••••"••'•••I'
Miss Neff read in a very pleasing thyself unto us, and not unto the
manner three short poems in negro world?"—John 14: 22.
SEND IT TO
Thank God that He still reveals His
dialect.
Miss Himelick presented "The Two power and glory to those who seek
Home-comings" in such a way that Him with yearning hearts: Christ
at no time did the audience lose in still manifests Himself in blessed re
ality to those who love Him. (John
terest.
14:23.)
In her usual pleasing way Miss
In Holiness league on the evening
Mildred Atkinson read "The Folly of
of April 7,. Rev. Pugh spoke again
Wisdom."
Miss Spiers carried her audience on the theme of "Holine ;s' in the
with her through "The Dawn of RoT same confident, whole hearted manner
that he has shown in his messages at
mance."
Mr. Burke White was at his best different times during the school year.
Watch for the White Truck
in "How the LaRue Stakes Were His interest and participation in the
work of the Holiness League while he
Lost."
The readers were assisted by Mr. has made his home on the campus
have been appreciated.
Rhinehart, pianist; and Miss Wesler,
The following week the Holy Spirit
vocalist, accompanied by Mr. Fensterfell upon us in a glorius service. Mr.
macher on the violin, sang "The Con
LOYD OLSON, Agent
John Mabuce in his message for the
queror."
evening was led to relate his exper
After the program a short business
ience of sanctification. The Lord
session was held. We anticipate a
blessed him and us as he told of the
great time for the Philos in the next
leadings of the Lord and spoke of the
few weeks. Yea, Philos! Let's go!
joys of the sanctified life. Several
—Reporter.
sought this "satisfying portion" in the
altar service where the presence of
PRAYER BAND.
the Holy Spirit was blessedly realized
in conviction, guidance and victory.
If ever there was a time in the life
Such seasons of grace and glory
of Taylor University when we should fill our hearts with joy and praise,
pray it is now. In the recent prayer and encourage us to continue to "ask
For the relief of Headache,
services which we have had we saw largely that our joys nay be full."
Eye Strain or Poor Vision.
the dawn appearing for the school "God is faithful."
we love. God has given us the as
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
surance of answered prayer for our
Many
students
start
running
to
school. In the light of this we should
classes when the last bell rings. Why
not stop praying, but only press the
not do a little running before it rings.
battle harder until the victory is com
pletely won.
308-9 Marion Nat. Bank Bldg.
Believe your beliefs and doubt your
In our recent band meetings God
has been signally present. We pray doubts; but never make the mistake
MARION, IND.
ed that souls would pray through to of doubting your beliefs or believing

"THE HOUSE
OF CLEANLINESS"
Laundry
Dry Cleaning
Carpet Cleaning

BROWN LAUNDRY
& Dry Cleaning Co.

EYES

EXAMINED

DR. G. S. GRUBB

victory in our school, and it was so. your doubts.
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For every man,woman
who has writing to do

child

Remington
Portable

T

O you, typewriting is a means to
an end, but think of the educa
tion it affords your child!
The Remington Portable is a capa
ble, companionable, individual type
writer, built for the use of the man
in bis business or profession, the
woman in her home, the child attend
ing school—in fact, for every man,
woman and child who writes.
It is the most compact of all writ
ing machines. Fits in a case only

$60.00

four inches high. Like every Rem
ington, it is strong, speedy, durable
and turns out beautiful work.
—and mark this: It hasthe Stand
ard Writing Keyboard with which
you are familiar—no shifting for
figures. Small as it is, the operation
of a Remington Portable is exactly
like writing on a Standard machine.
Just as easy, just as swift, just
as simple.

Cash or Payments.

THE OBSERVER CO.
South Side of Square

Marion, Indiana
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Adventure makes the home more
dear,
Little children wand'ring wide,
Swift April clouds bedim the sun
With hearts a-throb—so far from
And April showers patter on the
home!
roof.
A journey great for little feet—
March 21, 1922.
—H. T. Blodgett.
So far indeed that mother's voice
Across the orchard calling
The American magazine recently
Scarce sounds in baby ears.
published an article giving a business
man's statement of why he knows
Little eyes in eager search,
there is a God. He had been frank
Seeking flowers white and yellow, ly facing the wonders of the stars
Adder-tongue and violets,
and planets, their system and order;
Crinkle-root, spring-beauties too,
then he said: "It takes a girl in our
And dandelions all of gold,
factory about two days to learn to
And bloodroot, white as snow.
put the seventeen parts of a meat
chopper together. It may be that
Each corner of the old rail fence
these millions of worlds, each with
A new discovered field
awaits;
its separate orbit, all balanced so
Who knows if safely hiding there,
wonderfully in space—it may be that
Some wonder passing all before
they just happened; it may be that
May spread a glory on the velvet grass by a billion years of tumbling about
And hold for eager hands a prize they finally arranged themselves. I
most rare.
don't know. I am merely a plain
manufacturer of cutlery. But this
The bluebird pours his happy soul I do know, that you can shake the
In all-entrancing melody;
seventeen parts of a meat chopper
And in the joy of fearless flight
around in a washtub for the next
The swallow wheels and floats;
seventeen billion years and you'll nev
The children shout in merry glee,
er make a meat chopper."
For all the world once more is new.
APRIL.

'Tis springtime in the fragrant air,
'Tis spring in skies of cloudless
blue,
'Tis spring in songs of mating birds;
And spring in bud and flower,
'Tis spring in little children's lives
And springtime in their hearts.
And now so far the journey leads,
The pasture fence stays wand'ring
steps,
All in a row the children stand
And wond'ring eyes gaze far a-field,
And stories whisp'ringly are told
Of dangers dread awaiting there.

Man Thinking must not be subdued
by his instruments. Books are for
the scholar's idle times. When he can
read God directly, the hour is too
precious to be wasted in other men's
transcripts of their readings.
—Emerson.

Simply can't get out of order

Pencil postpaid 65$.
Liberal reduction on
quantities Send 10c
for 1 dozen
Never-Break
leads, to fit
any

pencil.

The smooth blending ot art
colors makes this a pencil ro be
proud of
No such value ever offered.
_ back if not satisfied.

Money

Send check, money ordei or cash, state colors
desired and give name ro be engraved.
THE UNITED PENCIL CO.. INC.
))8 BROADWAY. NEW YORK

IN MARION

For Ladies' Ready-to-Wear
and Millinery

CLOTHING

CO. /

THIRD AND ADAMJ JTX

For Men's Wear

R. M. HENLEY

|

Such flowers mother never saw be
fore!
Her ears list ev'ry wondrous tale,
The little one climbs in her lap;

Made up in your college colors, with
your name engraved in gold.
A beautiful, practical pencil.

The reason there are more accidents
now than there were in the old
horse-and-buggy days, is because
then, the driver didn't depend en
tirely on his own sense.

FLORIST
r
Of "bunky" sheep with curling horns, ?
We
grow
our own flowers
Of bulls that paw the ground
|
Telephone
175.
Hartford City, Iind.!
With bellow awful to the ears,
Of "things" of dread and mystery
That hide and lurk and come at night
From out the solemn woods beyond.
But singing birds and cheerful flowers
And April skies of softest blue,
Revive staunch courage in their hearts
As sturdy steps are homeward
turned,
Brave travelers indeed are they—
Wee ones returning from afar.

CRAFTSMAN.

LA5T WORP IN AUTOMATIC PENCILS

WOMEN'S WEAR

FARIS & FARIS
Optometrists
Eyes examined by state examined
and registered Optometrists.
CROSS EYES STRAIGHTENED

THE QUEEN CITY \
OPPOSITE GLASS BLOCK

ALL LENSES DUPLICATED.
DR. C. C. FARIS
DR. EM1L FARIS

MARION, IND.
Phone 507

South Side Square.
Phone 1410
MARION, IND.
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PASSING IT ON
(Republished at Father's Request)
The College President.
Such rawness in a student is a shame
But lack of preparation is to blame.
The High School Principal.
Good heav'ns, what crudity! The
boy's a fool,
The fault, of course, is with the
grammar school.
The Grammar Principal.
0, that from such a dunce I might
be spared
They send them up to me so unpre
pared.
The Primary Principal.
Poor kindergarten blockhead! And
they call
That preparation! Worse than none
at all.
The Kindergarten Teacher.
Never such lack of training did I see.
What sort of person can the mother
be?
The Mother.
You stupid child! But then, you're
not to blame.
Your father's family are all the same
—Exchange.
WHERE WORDS FAILED
The new guard who was not fa
miliar with a certain railway run in
Wales, came upon a station which
rejoiced in the name Llanfairfechanpwllgogerych. For a few minutes he
stood looking at the sign board in
mute helplessness. Then pointing to
the board, and waving his other arm
toward the carriages, he called, "If
there's anybody there for here, this
is it."
DEADLY HEREDITY.
"Strange case of heredity in that
family!"
"How come?"
"One of the boys has a golden tenor
voice, one is in the prize ring and
has a tin ear, one is a press agent
kwith all the brass in the world, one
"is silver-tongued orator, one alumin
um ware canvasser, one a steel puddler, one a copper"—
"Well, where does the heredity come
in?"
"Why, their father was one of those
mercurial men who ruled their sons
with an iron hand."
Movable schools for the children of
migratory laborers in the San Joaquin
Valley of California are conducted by
the state board of education. The
schools move from place to place
With the laborers as these keep up
with the harvest.
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Sheet Music,
Victor Records
and
Player Rolls.
Home of
Stelnway
Pianos and
other leading
makes of
Pianos and
Player Pianos.

DENTISTRY
Dr. O. M. FLINN
Marion, Indiana
402 Glass Blk.
Phone 384
Special Inducements to
Students.

House of Butler
Marion, Ind.
E. C. HUNT, Local Agent.

BLUMENTHAL & CO.
'' The Best Place to Shop After All.''
—Marion, Ind—
Blumentlial & Co.—'The old reliable store, cater
ing to the needs of men, women and children, selling
only quality merchandise at a modest price.
You ean select from the best materials, gar
ments and accessories of dress, at prices consistent
with true value, or from the less expensive ones
with pleasing satisfaction that you get quality and
full value—or money refunded.

The Sign and Seal of Love and
Friendship—A Beitler Portrait-

BEITLER STUDIO

]

AT MARION
Leave your Kodak Finishing
with E. CHAVEZ, in the Office.
"Quality Work Guaranteed"
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Mrs. Copple: "Hogs? Why Miriam
where do you see any hogs? Oh,
those are geese!"

DR. W. H. ERVIN I
DENTIST

Wyatt: "Would you consider it im ! Office Phone 192. Res. Phone 193 I
f
Cooley Blk.
Hartford City
i
proper if I should kiss your hand?"
Alice Odella: "Not improper, but
decidedly out of place."
In Logic Class.
Dean Ayres illustrating use of syl
logism:
Cat ran down the walk;
Dog ran after it.
Therefore, man is mortal.
Now class, this has no logical con
nection, but:
Girl went down the walk;
Boy went after her.
Therefore, man is mortal (human).
This has real logical significance.

I

Bake-Rite Bakery

Doctor (looking at garden path):
FRESH BREAD, ROLLS,
"Pat, that's a bad job. It's all cov|
AND CAKES
ered with rucks and gravel."
? So. Side Square.
Phone 37
Pat: "Faith, sor, and theire's many |
Hartford City, Ind.
a bad job of yours that kivered with
rocks and gravel."
Prof. Durfee: "Where do bugs go
? Phones—Office 81, Res. 52.
in the winter?"
? Hours: 9-10 a. m. 2-4 and 7-8 p. m.
Charles Shilling (absent mindedly):
"Seax-ch me.!"

{Charles A. Sellers, M. D.

Internal Medicine and X-Ray
Prof. Cline: "In writing stories for I
children
you
should
write
so
the
most
i
Diagnosis.
Miss Stanley: "Can you give me
ignorant can understand."
an example of animal kindness?"
"Spike" Ellison: "Yes, mam. What f Portable X-Rav for bedside use.
Mr. Kendrick: "Yes, I've seen one
•
monkey depopulate the head of an part of it don't you get?"
i Rooms, Dick Building, Hartford
other one."
I
City, Ind.
George Fenstermacher:
"There
Mary French: "The heathen can't
has been a tune running through my
understand single women."
head all morning."
Leonard Stimpson: "Well, I'm not
Burke White: "Why, is there room
.*..9..9-.#..9..9..9..9..9.,9.
a heathen, hut I can't understand them
for it to get around in there?"
either."
Prof. Pogue: "It pays to ask."
Dezendorf: "You don't mind my
Then,' as an after-thought, added, "I
singing, do you?"
think that is why there are so many
"Bud" Seelig: "Not at all; I work
single young men around here."
in a saw-mill."
Mr. Henning: "Well, if you don't
i
want a thing, don't ask for it."
Mabel Landon: "Could I borrow
1
your tie, Johnny please?"
Debater: "In heathen lands men
West Side Square
|
Johnny; "Why the formality?"
cannot speak to women."
"Mab:" "You see it's this way, I
HARTFORD
CITY,
IND.
|
Madeline Bein: "Would you 'call
can't find it."
this a heathen land then?"

DRUGS
KODAKS
WALL PAPER

j

Cronin's Drug Store I

Miss Lowe says she is very much
Prof. Woodford: "Your French
interested in architecture—especially
theme isn't long enough Miss Smith."
high towers (Hightower).
—SEE US FIRST—
Alice Odella: "Well, I copied half
the words in the French dictionary,
WE GIVE A DISCOUNT OF
SEVEN WONDERS OF THE
but if you desire more I'll copy the
WORLD
other half."
I
wonder
who—
Caroline Churchill: "If I don't
I wonder what—
quit dreaming about getting money
I
wonder why—
! TO ALL STUDENTS OF TAYLOR
I'm going to get peeved. I'm tired of
I wonder where—
waking up to find myself a pauper."
UNIVERSITY
I wonder when—
I wonder how—
|Dry Goods, Shoes and Men's Wear
Dean Ayres: "Appendices have
I wonder which—
READY-TO-WEAR
gone out of use, and we don't need
them any more."
The biggest social event of the
Mr. Briggs: "The doctors do."
Harding administration at Washing
ton, doubtless ,was the dinner to the
Miriam Teed while at Copples came delegates attending the disarmament
running into the house and excitedly confei'ence. It was given at the
demanded: "Will those big gray White House, November 12; it was
hogs hurt me, Mrs. Copple?"
dry.

10 %

|
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DON'TS
Don't ask for credit. Do things
worth while and get credit.
Don't you know that time doesn't
go? Time stays, we go.
Don't fiddle away your time—unless
you are a good fiddler.
Don't stop to think when the signal
is Go!
Don't expect an intelligent answer
to a foolish question.
Don't get stewed—unless you're a
prune.
Don't try to pay debts with notes—
unless you're a Caruso.
Don't you know that many who are
not on the job all the time find them
selves out of a job in no time?
Don't be a bore—that's awl.
Don't work on the wrecking crew—
help the construction gang.
Don't use a match to see if you
need gasoline in your tank—you won't
need any.
Don't try to kill time—it will kill
you.—The National News.
I have read a story of an expensive
cocktail. It cost $6j000;. In New
York is a man who once paid $6,000
for a cocktail. A manufacturing com
pany needed a manager. The salary
was $6,000 a year. The officers con
sidered many candidates, and decided
to offer the position to a young man
of unusual ability. The president and
general manager invited the young
man to lunch with them at a dowr
town club. They wanted to "look him
over" just once more. An elaborate
luncheon was ordered. The waiter
was a long time in bringing the first
course, and the guest began to appear
ill at ease. He seemed uninterested
in the conversation. Finally he turn
ed toward the president and said,
"Would you mind if I ordered a cock
tail?" The other men exchanged sur
prised and significant glances, but
they called the waiter and the cock
tail was ordered. In, a little while
the president excused himself jand
wrote this message on a telegraph
blank: "The job is too big for a
boozer. We can't run our business on
cocktail power."
Believe me, the talent of success is
lothing more than doing what you
:an do well; and doing well whatever
rou do—without a thought of fame,
f it come at all, it will come because
t is deserved, not because it is sought
ifter. And, moreover, there will be
io misgivings, no disappointment, no
lasty, feverish, exhausting exciteuent.
—Longfellow.
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H. BLAKE
Northwest Corner of Square
—Hartford City—
Offers you the newest in women's Ready-to-Wear and dry
goods, and a
10 Percent Discount to Taylor Students.

RISINGER & HUFFMAN
Dry Goods, Notions and Variety Goods
With some, it's quality; with some, it's price;
with us, it's BOTH.
Hartford City, Indiana

North Side Square

Special Discount Given To Taylor University Students
"The Best Place To Trade After All"

AFFECTIONS of any of the following rj
parts may bo caused by nerves impinged af the spine by a subluiated •
——.brain
vertebra.
1

Chiropractic §

NOSE _
THROAT
ARMS
{SPINAL)
HEART
Adjustments
LUNGS
LIVER
Will
STOMACH
PANCREAS
Remove the
SPLEEN
Cause of
KIDNEYS
SMALL BOWEL
LARGE BOWEL
GENITAL ORGANS
THIGHS & LEGS
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_
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Phone 310

Office—Bell Flats.

DR. TOM BELL

Originator of Optomopathy
EYES FITTED
SPINES ADJUSTED
Side Stepping 111 Health
28 Years Experience
HARTFORD CITY, IND.

Columbia
Shirts

Hart, Schaffner
& Marx Clothes

CLOTHING, FURNISHINGS & SHOES
FOR MEN AND BOYS

CRONIN & CHALFANT
.

The Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes

HARTFORD CITY, IND.
Knox Hats
Stetson Hats

Special discount given to
Taylor University students.

Nunn & Bush
Shoes
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Taylor University
Upland, Indiana
We accept students at any stage of preparation and
assist them to the completion of courses.

The School of Theology
under the scholarly and devout administration of

Dr. Newton Wray
offers s p e c i a l i n d u c e m e n t t o prospective

MINISTERS
Courses may be completed in our

A cademy
College
Seminary
W h y n o t t a k e y o u r theological c o u r s e w h e r e

Faith in the Great Fundamentals of Christianity
is conserved and where

Spiritual Life Is Quickened
MINISTERS-MISSIONARIES-EVANGELISTS
You are invited to enroll with us
Write for catalog

